By Ted Wirtz, INDA President
E ven taking in to account the slow economic times in the nonwovens industry over the past few years, the long-term business performance of the industry was much better than the general economy. Since our industry came together four or five decades ago, we have lived through periods of economic expansion and recession, high and low inflation, high and low interest rates and the market incongruities of doing business in various places off shore. In addition, we have experienced the problems of fluctuating worldwide economies, reducing trade barriers and changing competitive boundaries. Throughout all of this commotion, new companies appeared, new technologies were constantly emerging and new markets budding. The particularly good news is that during these decades, a number of companies demonstrated their enduring ability to win on a national and global basis.
What are some of the characteristics of these winning companies? For companies who have been successful over a period of time we find some common themes. For example, versus their competitors, they: a) have gained and hold high market share position, b) often are first entries in to markets, c) are market fragmenters, and, d) have high quality relative to their competitors.
In short, they are leading product and market innovators. To achieve this position convincingly indicates these companies have resolutely supported the R&D department, no matter the business environment. As business annals have plainly verified, innovation creates market leverage and market leverage generates profit.
When it comes to innovation, the Research and Development activity must be in a lead position. In its wide variety of responsibilities, R&D's role should include the following:
• Successfully achieving these objectives pays off in higher return on sales and investment. Why? Because of stronger customer loyalty, which leads to more repeat purchases and less vulnerability to price wars. Further, this applies to all levels of the industry value chain. The raw material and the equipment companies should be consistently providing new products and ideas to the roll goods manufacturer who then feed the final product converter. It works back down the value chain as well with the final product converter initiating new product activity. R & D people at all levels of the food chain are at the hub of this progression. .
Another way to view value is to look at the negative. On the downside, minimizing investment in R&D exposes your company to:
• losing market leverage to your competitors,
• losing value to your customers, • accepting "commodity" status. Some people have expressed the notion that the locus of innovation may have migrated in recent years to the end users and that this migration has caused the roll good producers to lose power. While this may, or may not be the case, we know for sure innovation creates market leverage and market leverage creates profit. So, the key strategic question for all of us is who wants the leverage? If all levels of the value chain are stimulating and challenging each other, the future prosperity of the industry is absolutely assured.
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